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Tell us a little about your background
Umberto Felci: My background starts from
many year of professional racing activity as
470 helmsman and from my Architectural
studies at Milano Polytechnic. The natural
consequence of these two peculiarities
was that of becoming a yacht designer.
The best way to combine passion and
professionalism in a single activity.
Lorenzo Giovannozzi: I started sailing in
racing dinghies as a child and became
fascinated with everything nautical,
from the boats themselves to navigation.
Then I decided to enrol in the Faculty
of Aeronautical Engineering at Milan
Polytechnic so that I would be able to study
in depth the world of both aero and fluid
dynamics.
Please give us a brief overview of your
submission for The International Yacht &
Aviation Awards 2018.
We have decided to submit our latest
project, now in advanced state of
construction in Persico Marine, because
in this moment it represent the best
expression of our vision of a sailing yacht.
Elegant, fast and safe, three elements
difficult to combine but necessary to
generate a top project in the in the true
sense of the word.
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What other projects have you/are
you working on that you would like to
discuss?

to constrain our vision into some simple
parameter, in order to have a very open
mindset towards the future.

In this moment we have two important
projects under construction: One is the new
ICE60, that’s the latest design developed
for ICE YACHTS after the commercial
successes of the ICE 52 and ICE 33.
The second one is the new Dufour 48
Catamaran, completely designed by Felci
Yachts tha will be presented at Cannes Boat
Show in September.

Please describe any relevant
technological advancements that may
have influenced/affected your work in
recent years.

This project follows the full mono-hull
ranges created by Felci Yachts for this
important French shipyard.
What do you feel separates you as a
company from your competitors?
Difficult to say, in my mind the fact that
me and my partner had been involved for
so many years in racing is an important
feature. This knowhow, enriched by
Architectural and Engineers studies, is
100% the best base you can have to develop
a winning project. The rest is a matter of
elegance, sensitivity and life background,
something that comes out by himself, even
if unrequested, in every project.
Do you have any predictions for upcoming
trends/design directions?
We must have. We work for many different
brands and, even if with different targets,
they all want to sell boats. To do this you
have to present the right product at the
right time. We usually collaborate with
our ideas and our vision at the product
development. May happen that the trend to
follow is different for different shipyards,
due to different target clients. So we try not

We work designing, so the main innovation
for our work had been the strong
development mad by hardware and
software. We have now instruments that
only three years ago were unimaginable
and this has a great influence in the latest
project, under any aspects of them, from
naval architecture, to structures and to
style and details development.
What do you feel are the biggest
challenges the superyacht/aviation
industry will have to face in the future?
Make sustainable “objects”. For us
“sailors” may be the step is not so big. We
are designing the best intrinsically hybrid
“means of transport” but I think that motor
yachts of any size and I imagine also private
aviation, must work with a sustainable
product in mind. The necessity to use
alternative energy will be a main factor in
future projects, joined by the recycling of
our so much-loved boat.
Do you have any plans for 2018 you would
like to share?
For sure the launch of the new ICE 60, the
new Dufour Catamarans, and the imminent
launch of the Felci 65 by Persico are three
main challenge. We are also starting some
bigger yachts project at the moment, but
they will need 2019 as well.

